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PRESENTATION
Since the year 2000, we have imagined a softball practice adapted to the
beach, in a leisure version.
On the Arcachon basin, it is at Andernos les Bains that everything
started on an exceptional and classified site. As soon as the tide down,
a large playground allows to set up several softball fields and play, until
the return of the water.
Quickly, because of the many requests, we have multiplied appointments
and increased capacity.
In 2019, we will organize the 34, 35 et 36ème « SOFT DE PLAGE » and we limit each tournament to 12 teams.
As soon as the registrations are started, certain dates are filled in a few days.
Over 300 teams received in 19 years of existence.
The competition starts on Saturday morning (time depending on the tide) and ends on Sunday in the late afternoon
(more or less around 17:00).
Teams must be mixed (at least 3 girls).
A man and woman home-run contest is organized.
We offer a space for all our participants to plant their tent (not provided) and to sleep for free from Friday to
Sunday (exceptionally until Monday on request). This space is equipped with changing rooms and sanitary
facilities.
On Saturday evening after the matches, at the site of the organization's campsite, an
evening is organized for all participants, with a meal (about €12 per person).
During the day a restaurant will be offered on site.

The event is present on the net via the networks of the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Baseball and
Softball : http://www.labsc.org or facebook : Nouvelle Aquitaine Baseball & Softball
(Relayed by many actors, clubs, federation...).

A softball festival and a friendly atmosphere
The competition is serious but the friendly atmosphere and the music rhythm the meetings. The permanent sound
system allows to animate but also to announce the partners and pass the necessary information.
The presence of a large number of softball enthusiasts, as well as departmental, regional and national bodies, allows
for a very important exchange. The exceptional setting of the Arcachon Basin can only favour this spirit.
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The rewards are adapted to the philosophy of the tournament. Souvenirs from the Arcachon Basin are rewarded
with rewards.
- Several original prizes are given :
- The price of the team that puts the best atmosphere on all the weekend.
- The price of the prettiest mascot in the colors of the team.
The steps: Send the completed form and €160 to validate the registration.
Contact : Patrice Briones : patrice.briones@orange.fr

Winners of the 3 tournaments 2018 : London (GB), Paris (Fr) et Pamplona (Esp).

Patrice Briones, LNABSC
Tel. + 6 79 11 68 16 ou briones.patrice@aliceadsl.fr
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